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Abstract

The increasing attractiveness of Luxembourg as a place to work and live

puts its land use and transport systems under high pressure. Understanding

how the country can accommodate residential growth and additional traf-

fic in a sustainable manner is a key and difficult challenge that requires a

policy relevant, flexible and responsive modelling framework. We describe

the first fully-fledged land use and transport interaction framework (MOE-

BIUS) applied to the whole of Luxembourg. We stress its multi-scalar na-

ture and detail the articulation of two of its main components: a dynamic

demographic microsimulation at the scale of individuals and a micro-spatial

scale simulation of residential choice. Conversely to traditional zone-based

approaches, the framework keeps full details of households and individuals
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for residential and travel mode choice, making the model highly consistent

with theory. In addition, results and policy constraints are implemented at

a very fine resolution (20m) and can thus incorporate local effects (resi-

dential externalities, local urban design). Conversely to fully disaggregated

approaches, a linkage is organized at an intermediate scale, which allows (i)

to simplify the generation and spatial distribution of trips, (ii) to parallelise

parts of the residential choice simulation, and (iii) to ensure a good cali-

bration of the population and real estate market estimates. We show model

outputs for different scenarios at the horizon 2030 and compare them along

sustainability criteria.

Keywords: LUTI; microsimulation; agent-based model; multiscale; migra-

tion

1 Introduction

Luxembourg is a unique European country emerging within a strong regional

metropolis. Despite Luxembourg’s small area (2, 586km2) it has a strong econ-

omy (GDP growth rate of 3.4% in 20161) and the highest population growth rate

in Europe (+24.6% over the last decade2). The capital has attracted a concentra-

tion of global services, international institutions and subsequent jobs, far beyond

what is expected for its population or area. The rapid growth and strong concen-

tration of activity, however, has created a gap between transport infrastructure,
1Source: National statical office (Statec) http://www.statistiques.public.lu/fr/espace-

edu/indicateurs-phares/index.html
2Source: Eurostat http://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/statistics-explained/index.php/Population and population change statistics
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land provision and what is usually considered as a sustainable urban integration

(Hesse (2014)). The country and its neighbouring regions face acute negative

impacts associated with residential sprawl (Decoville and Schneider (2015)), in-

creasing traffic (Schmitz (2012)) and car-dependence (Schiebel et al. (2015)). The

present intensity of land and transport system use combined with growth forecasts

(Langers and Peltier (2010); Peltier (2011)) calls for effective policies to accom-

modate future residential demand and linked travel demand in feasible, attractive

and sustainable manner.

In recent years a number of empirical studies have been conducted on land

use change (e.g. Basse et al. (2014); Decoville and Schneider (2015); Lord et al.

(2015)), land markets (Glaesener and Caruso (2015)) and the functioning of the

transport system (Omrani et al. (2013); Caruso et al. (2015c); Schiebel et al.

(2015); Sprumont et al. (2014)) in Luxembourg. However no effort has been

made to simulate interactions between land use and transport systems or the effect

of spatial scenarios. It is the very essence of Land Use and Transport Interaction

(LUTI) models to do so and support policy making by simulating urban develop-

ment and the daily mobility of individuals (see e.g. Wegener and Fürst (1999)).

LUTI models have been applied in many different geographical contexts, espe-

cially in America and Europe (see Thomas et al. (2017) for a recent review of

European cases), but not Luxembourg. In this article we present how we have de-

vised a platform for the whole Grand-Duchy of Luxembourg in order to assess the

sustainability of multiple planning and growth scenarios. The platform emerged

from the MOEBIUS project (Mobilities, Environment, Behaviours, Integrated in
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Urban Simulation, see Gerber et al. (2013)) designed to analyse interactions be-

tween residential location and commuting and test prospective planning scenarios

(described in Lord et al. (2015)) for 2030.

Not only is our platform a first LUTI model for Luxembourg but our ap-

proach also proposes a methodological response to the aggregation-disaggregation

problem - which is still one of the major challenge in the LUTI modelling field

(Acheampong and Silva (2015); Wegener (2011)). We have devised a multi-scalar

architecture in order to avoid unnecessary computing simulation burdens while

keeping excellent spatial and agents granularity. High level of both spatial and

agent detail is actually needed to assess local implementations of land use plans

and modelling well-being outcomes and travel decisions of diverse households in

a theoretically consistent manner.

We contextualize our work within the urban modelling literature, recognizing

that policies may have complex or contradictory outcomes to those expected.

Environmental sustainability depends on overall commuting distances, the ex-

tent of urbanisation and aggregate densities (Ewing and Cervero (2010); Ewing

and Hamidi (2015)), but it also depends on local urban settings (e.g. local den-

sity, accessibility to local amenities, proximity to local services). Modal shifts at

the national level can appear to be sustainable while being unsustainable for some

municipalities or neighborhoods due to further congestion. Negative or positive

externalities from density at a micro scale can be obscured at an aggregated scale

(e.g. in terms of access to green amenities (Caruso et al. (2015b)), walkability

(Southworth (1997)) or exposure to traffic (Schindler et al. (2017))). Further-
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more, the specific characteristics of households within neighbourhoods may im-

pact these relations (e.g. locational preferences or travel mode affordance related

to households composition, age or income). Similarly, more social aspects of sus-

tainability and equity may appear or disappear at different scales, such as house-

hold segregation patterns. Further, the constrained relocation of similar house-

holds may lead to differences in utility levels across neighbourhoods, that do not

necessarily affect global scenario assessments in terms of utility. Operating at a

finer scale is therefore essential but comes at a cost, especially in terms of flexible

computing or calibration (Wegener (2011)). On the other hand, several aspects

of sustainability (land take, commuting distances) come out much more directly

from aggregate exogenous inputs, in particular from the general pattern of land

use and densities imposed by scenarios or the main locations for jobs. In this case

high spatial and thematic resolution is unnecessary.

To deal with these issues, we propose a model architecture in three tiers (mi-

cro, meso, macro), where a linkage is organized at the intermediate scale. This

meso scale allows us (i) to simplify the generation and spatial distribution of trips

(already highly constrained by scenarios), (ii) to parallelise parts of the residential

choice simulation, and (iii) to ensure a good calibration of population growth and

real estate market estimates.

We present the general architecture of the model in section 2 as well as two

of its major modules: a dynamic demographic microsimulation at the scale of

individuals and a micro-spatial scale simulation of residential choice. In section

3 we present some calibration and simulation with a focus on population location
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and housing and some results linked to travel (distance, modes and time). Section

4 concludes.

2 MOEBIUS architecture and components

2.1 Modules

As many LUTI models described by Wegener (2004), our platform includes most

of the urban subsystems derived from the land use - transport loop (Wegener and

Fürst (1999)): networks, land use, employment, workplaces, population, hous-

ing, travel (only the transport of goods is not considered). Requiring different

methodologies from diverse disciplines to grasp these interactions, we designed

MOEBIUS’ architecture as separate modules with only linkages to inputs and

outputs. This design is named composite Wegener (2004) whereas an integrated

structure of modules is unified. The composite design allows integrating innova-

tive methodologies, application of proven methods and flexible testing of spatially

explicit scenarios.

Our composite architecture can be characterized through a specific flowchart

(Figure 1) combining the inputs and outputs of 5 modules (M1-M5) in order to

finally simulate sustainability indicators (M6) under different planning scenarios.

Modules M1, M3 won’t be presented in details since they have been reported

elsewhere (see Lord et al. (2015) for M1 and Omrani et al. (2013) for M3). Same

for M5, a disaggregated traffic assignment process relying on MATSIM, for which

there are known applications (see Horni et al. (2016)).
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Our land use planning inputs (M1) are based on Lord et al. (2015) who de-

signed four scenarios for Luxembourg based on widely discussed concepts in

planning and research (e.g. compact cities, transit oriented development) . They

were adapted to Luxembourg-specific official documents and regulations, and ap-

plied within a GIS at a very fine spatial resolution (20m) - our micro spatial level.

Each scenario dedicates land for residential use and may include priority rules for

a gradual delivery of land when capacity is reached in some areas. The residen-

tial allocation module (M4, detailed in section 2.3) is in charge of populating the

20m cells made available in each scenario, with the synthetic population gener-

ated in M2 for each commune (detailed in section 2.2). M4 is a down scaling

process based on residential preferences for qualities of each cell. Each populated

cell then becomes the origin of commuting trips, for which modes are defined

in M3, and the assignment on networks is made in module M5 using MATSim,

knowing exogenous destinations. This produces a spatial distribution of possible

congestion, arising from traffic assignment, used in appraisal, but not feedback,

of residential location decisions.

The modular structure permits different techniques to be used based on recent

developments or availability of data. In the case of module M3 for example, the

approach was purposefully less usual than in standard four steps models, because

the aim was to make full use of the available characteristics of agents together

with their locational context. Distilling mode choice behavioural rules by taking

into account a lot of predictors at the same time is an approach that has attracted

increasing interest over the two last decades, using inductive methods such as de-
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cision trees (e.g. as in Albatross by Arentze and Timmermans (2003)), neural

networks (e.g. Andrews et al. (1995)). As described in Omrani et al. (2013), a

set of methods were benchmarked and applied to the active population of Luxem-

bourg. The module then outputs mode choice rules in the form of mathematical

and logical expressions (car, public transport, soft modes) applicable at the indi-

vidual level, as of our synthetic population (M2).

The final module (M6) consists of gathering indicators after the allocation of

households and the simulation of their trips. The total synthetic population gener-

ated is constant across planning scenarios. With fixed population and a residential

allocation based on micro-economic principles, utility can be used as a measure

of the social outcome of the scenarios, given the spatial constraints that reflect

in real estate prices and transport costs/time. We also consider some transport

indicators, such as accessibility, as a social outcome, especially when compared

across household groups. Accessibility, if measured as total distance travelled and

linked with mode choice is also an environmental indicator. In addition to utility

and transport indicators, we consider, in line with most planning and ecological

literature, that the more parsimonious is the use of land, the better it is. Hence we

use land take and density as assessment criteria, taking good note however that

the latter is ambiguous for normative use. Land take and densities are strongly ex-

ogenously constrained by the land made available in each scenario, but variations

arise also after the simulated locational decision of households.
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2.2 Synthetic Population

Microsimulation techniques are increasingly used in social science in general

(e.g. Spielauer (2009); O’Sullivan (2009); Clavet et al. (2012)) and for residen-

tial choice (e.g. Gil-Quijano et al. (2007))or mobility (e.g. Lenormand et al.

(2014); Farooq et al. (2013)) in particular, both spatially grounded phenomena.

Microsimulation is most relevant since it provides disaggregate characteristics of

agents and allows us to examine detailed impacts of considered policy measures

onto individuals’ decisions. Furthermore, microsimulation models can deal with

many interactions between agents and can do it in a dynamic fashion for use in

prospective scenarios.

MOEBIUS considers two levels of agents, both delivered by module M2: in-

dividuals and households. Different elements of mobility and residential choices

decisions are in fact taken at either individual (e.g. mode choice) or household

level (e.g. buying a car, changing of dwelling). We build a population for a

starting date representative of 2001 data and a prospective population for 2030.

Households are created as aggregates of individuals in 2001 and located at the

meso scale (i.e. 116 municipalities) where statistical margins were available. This

makes best use of the information available and avoids unnecessary computing

of competing residential choice (across municipalities) for installed households.

Starting from the 2001 population and its location, demographic processes are

then simulated to obtain a 2030 population with all necessary individual charac-

teristics. The allocation of the population to communes (then to cells) is made in

one shot, i.e. once the population is created. We decided in this application not
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to locate population over the course of time. Intermediate stages can be modelled

later, leading to smoother transition and more path-dependency.

2.2.1 Base population

Due to privacy concerns and lack of accurate datasets, the ’true’ population could

not be used as input. A virtual population, statistically as close as possible to the

’true’ one, is therefore built. This can be achieved using one of the many methods

used to create synthetic populations (e.g. Beckman et al. (1996); Huang and Wil-

liamson (2001); Arentze et al. (2007); Guo and Bhat (2007); Auld et al. (2009);

Gargiulo et al. (2010); Müller and Axhausen (2011); Pritchard and Miller (2012);

Barthelemy and Toint (2013); Farooq et al. (2013) and reviewed by (Barthelemy

and Cornelis, 2012)).

Statistical margins were obtained from the national census of 2001 (from

Statec, later census was not delivered at the time of the project) and a sample

of the population was provided by the Luxembourg Institute of Socio-Economic

Research (LISER) based on a socio-economic longitudinal panel (PSELL, see e.g.

Fusco (2015)) for the period 2003-2009. The panel contained 3 739 households,

representing 10 042 individuals. In absence of other sample, we must unfortu-

nately accept potential biases in the synthetic population due to the misalignment

of the sample and census dates.

Given data inputs (margins) and output needs at both individual and house-

hold levels, we opted for the bi-level IPFP (Iterative Proportional Fitting Process)

method as described by Guo and Bhat (2007). Our IPFP implementation relies on
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30 iterations and a 10% PDTS (percentage deviation from target) parameter. The

latter means that the threshold bound for each type of households is 10% higher

than the target value, i.e. the algorithm may generate in the synthetic population

up to 10% more households than the target margin for each type of households.

We obtained a base synthetic population of 2001 containing 441 069 records

(individuals), each characterized with 16 attributes deemed necessary for sim-

ulating residential or mobility behaviour: municipality of residence, individual

identifier, household identifier, household size, number of active people in the

household, gender, age, education level, socio-professional category, citizenship,

household type, working zone, active or not, unemployed or not, driving license

ownership, season ticket ownership.

2.2.2 Dynamic population

Starting from this base synthetic population we simulate its change over time for

30 years. On a yearly base, we simulate, as displayed in Figure 2, the effects of

a series of demographic processes on the composition of the synthetic population

both in terms of individuals and households. We sequentially take into account

the following processes and how they change the number and characteristics of

individuals and households: aging (everybody becomes one year older each year),

entry in active life (after getting a diploma, young people leave parents’ house

and start their active life), characteristics evolution (each year, parameters such

as socio-professional category, unemployment, driving license ownership, season

ticket ownership could change), retirement, births, deaths, divorces, marriages,
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and migration.

+1 year

Aging

Entry in
active life?

Characteristics
evolution

Retired?Birth?

Death?

Divorce?

Marriage?

Migration

Figure 2: Modelled demographic events for a one year simulation.

The order of the sequence of these processes has been chosen to allow for

two successive events to logically happen in the same year : a baby born dur-

ing a simulated year could die during the same year; a person divorcing may be

married afterwards in the same time period... Some cases are excluded, e.g. a

couple cannot marry and divorce in a single year. All processes are simulated

as stochastic events following observed probability distributions, except for the
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yearly increment of ageing which is (unfortunately) deterministic.

In addition to social and natural changes, migration occurs and is a major de-

terminant of population change for Luxembourg (Lord and Gerber (2009)). Fol-

lowing Statec’s forecasts, population will continue to increase but at a decreasing

pace. We set this in our simulation and each iteration year (from 0 to 30), the num-

ber of migrants is given by (−102.6×year)+5836. The characteristics of migrants

are based on the patterns observed for the migrants included in the PSELL panel

between 2003 and 2009. This means that, for a given attribute, the relative part

of each modality within the cohort of migrants for the considered year will mimic

the average of the ones observed in the provided waves of the panel. For example,

the 50.4% of women in the observed migration cohorts is generated as the gen-

der distribution of migrants in the synthetic population. We proceed similarly for

gender, age class, education level, socio-professional category, citizenship, active

or inactive status, unemployment, working zone, and household type.

When a virtual migrant with household type ”couple” is generated, a second

migrant is created (spouse) and added to the household, using the alternative gen-

der and age ranging from 5 years younger to 5 years older. The other character-

istics of this spouse are chosen following the same rules as the ones applied to

each new migrant. When a child has to be added to a household, the simulation

imposes that (s)he must be younger than her/his parent(s). Therefore the drawn

age of the child must be at least 16 years less than the minimum of the two par-

ents’ ages. For household types other than single or couple without child, since

the household size is not automatically fixed, the simulation randomly add 1, 2 or
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3 other members to the household. Once integrated in the Luxembourg synthetic

population, all these migrants continue to evolve the following years according to

the same rules as the rest of the population.

Finally, migrating households are allocated to communes based on (meso)

land-use scenarios and the space made available at the meso level (see Lord et al.

(2015)). This population projected for 2030, P1, is distributed differently accord-

ing to scenarios. The benchmark scenario (business as usual) replicates the dis-

tribution of migrants amongst the municipalities as observed in the considered

waves of the panel.

2.3 Residential location

Our residential location module (M4) populates the cells made available in each

land use scenario with the population derived at the meso level. The model has

two iterations: the allocation of the base population, P0, in 2001 (t0), within the

existing urban fabric in 2001, and the second using the alternate land use scenarios

for supply and the updated population, P1, as of 2030 (t1). The agents considered

are the households made up from the individuals of the synthetic populations (base

and 2030).

The model is based on micro-economics where local residential preferences

and spatial explicit externalities are added to the standard transport-housing costs

trade-off (e.g. following Caruso et al. (2015b); Schindler and Caruso (2014)).

The heterogeneity of households’ characteristics is taken up in local preference

parameters and travel costs. In addition to the location of different household
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types at the 20m resolution scale, the module also outputs utilities and rents. Given

that total population is fixed across scenarios, utilities then represent the social

outcome of each planning scenario given the constraints they apply to household’s

choice. A bidding system and a market clearing process (adapted from Fujita

(1989)) are simulated, thus taking into account ’perceived utility’ (Ettema (2011))

and the supply of housing in each municipality as of each scenario and in order to

render utilities and rents.

One could argue that the residential model is imperfect in the sense that the

competition between potential locations is only made within municipalities, i.e. at

the micro scale, thus as if municipalities (meso level) were particular submarkets.

This is true but it largely increases performance while being a theoretically and

empirically sound architecture. First, we have good empirical evidence, from

multilevel econometrics, for the existence of such spatial submarkets in Lux-

embourg when it comes to choosing among suburban locations (Glaesener and

Caruso (2015)). Second, the overarching urban structure of the country as re-

flected at the meso scale (variations across municipalities) is still considered in

the calibration process and ensures that overall rent gradients, and especially the

major effect of the distance to Luxembourg city, are respected. The remainder of

the variation in housing prices in Luxembourg is largely explained by local varia-

tions in proximity to amenities and by the physical attributes of dwellings, which

themselves are largely independent from planning policy. Third, there is also the

idea that the choice set considered by households at one point in time is limited

by a certain spatial horizon rather than being a full awareness where all dwellings
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available in the country would be in competition. This also reflects a trend in spa-

tial economic agent-based models in presence of households heterogeneity (e.g.

Lemoy et al. (2016); Chen et al. (2011)).

2.3.1 Micro-economic model

Households bid for available residences within a municipality with the aim to

maximize their utility under constraint of transport and housing costs. Our agents

utility results from the consumption of a composite (non-spatial) good, Z, and

two local externalities: green space, G, and social interaction, S, both derived

from local density (following Caruso et al. (2007)). Clearly additional factors af-

fect residential choice (Hurtubia et al., 2010) and could be implemented within the

decision making process but were either beyond this project constraints or unre-

lated to the local competition modelled here. With 1 ≤ G,S ≤ 2 and preferences

0 ≤ β, γ ≤ 1 the direct utility is:

U(Z,G, S) = ZGβSγ (1)

While many economic residential models consider housing as a variable good

(surface consumption) we are treating it as a single unit, thus assuming differ-

ent typologies of housing to be provided locally based on demand, independent

of planning scenarios. The entirety of households budget is spent on housing,

transport costs and the composite good.
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More precisely, the following constraint applies:

Z = Y − T − Ts −R (2)

where Y is a household specific income, T a transport cost to work and Ts a

transport cost to school (both depending on households and location and scaled

linearly with network distance), and R the rent of the housing unit.

Combining the two equations above yields the following indirect utility:

V = (Y − T − Ts −R)GβSγ (3)

Household bids are then obtained after isolating R:

ψ = Y − T − Ts − µG−βS−γ (4)

ψ is the maximum amount a household would bid for a location in order to

obtain a level of utility µ. It is a function of their preferences for the attributes of

housing units and their associated transport costs.

2.3.2 Spatial and agents attributes

A number of spatial attributes were calculated for each cell and each scenario

at 20m resolution in order to feed in utilities and bid rents: proximity to primary

school, total travel costs to all work zones, ratio of green space (public and private)

and residential density in proximity (100m).
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The location of residents on the 20m grid at t0 serves as existing housing dis-

tribution and is the source of social density. At this spatial scale, spaces between

residences, for yards and transport infrastructure, create challenges in modelling

future growth where infrastructure is not present and yet requires residence to

be dispersed similarly according to the local density guidelines. Statistically ro-

bust homogeneities in interbuilding distances can actually be found in empirical

studies (Caruso et al. (2017)). A cellular automata (CA) inspired process is used

to generate the pattern of newly available cells similar to neighbouring patterns,

while respecting the scenario constraints in terms of number of cells to be made

available. As use of 20m cell resolution meant some parcels exceeded cell dimen-

sions, CA was used to incrementally build parcels according to scenario densities,

within growth spaces provided.

Further to spatial characteristics, agents attributes also impact the indirect util-

ity of candidate residences due to varying need for transport (private vehicle versus

public transit), proximity to primary schools, city centre and employment destina-

tion. The household attributes from the synthetic population that impact residen-

tial bids through travel components are: possession of driving licence, possession

of season tickets, household type (single, couple, couple with children, etc.) and

size, and work destination. Preferences (γ and β in equation 1) are defined based

on household attributes.

The available revenue Y of each household is also to be estimated using the

characteristics of the individuals composing the household within the synthetic

population. This estimation is based on mean incomes, gender, education, socio-
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professional class, and age of individuals as of national aggregate statistics (avail-

able for 2012 from Statec). Individual income estimates were then aggregated per

household, i.e. the decisional ‘agent’ for residential location.

2.3.3 Bidding and market clearing

Each residential simulation is completed in three steps: bid rent calculations, al-

location of households to available locations, and utility and rent adjustment cal-

culation for each household.

As our model relies on each agent bidding for each property available, ex-

tremely large matrices are produced (even more if larger submarkets were consid-

ered). By subdividing agents and available housing at the meso scale and integrat-

ing it in the synthetic population, we create smaller data sets that can be processed

in parallel requiring an exponential decrease in computational time and memory.

Additional random market segmentation within communes (which were actually

necessary for the largest communes) further simulates the limited knowledge of

agents while also simulating a fuzzy Monte Carlo output.

Allocation is resolved iteratively, one household at a time, where a property’s

highest bid is also a household’s top choice in terms of bid rent amount. Once

a household is allocated, its higher bids for the non selected other properties are

removed, allowing lower bids from other households to match.

Bid rents are not the final calculated rents. Determining rent is also an iterative

process. Based on the idea (as in Fujita (1989)) of using the bid at the ’fringe’,

i.e. the lowest bid allowing entry in the system, to compute utility, we consider
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the agent with the lowest successful bid and equal this value to the rent. The next

lowest successful bid rent is taken and lowered to the bid beneath. This process,

according to equation 4, increases household utility from which we recalculate all

bids for this agent in order to determine adjusted rents and utility of successive

households.

2.3.4 Iterations

The model is applied at t0 and again at t1 (2030) with synthetic populations pro-

vided for each scenario and each municipality. Where households still exist from

P0, they maintain their residential location, while new households are generated

from offspring or divorces of P0 households or immigration. Some previously

occupied houses become available due to the demise of the household. The popu-

lation at t1 requires additional housing provided according to residential reserves

(priority rules applied in M1) and overall increase in density if necessary.

Given that the synthetic population is available yearly, the framework allows

for more intermediate times to be considered. It has been considered to be out of

scope for the project and would require further empirical evidence on the internal

migration of households, especially yearly relocation processes. To date longer

run location processes are known with more robustness than yearly variations.

Populating t0 and scenarios at t1 were completed using a high performance

cluster (Varrette et al., 2014) taking a few hours for each national scale population

allocation.
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3 Simulations

In this article we describe four of the scenarios simulated (further details to be

found in Lord et al. (2015)). The synthetic population model allocates households

at the meso scale (communes) varying by scenario and land use. The first scenario,

BAU (Business As Usual), is the continued logic of urbanisation and planning

principles in Luxembourg. The second, TOD (Transit Oriented Development)

guides urbanisation toward a more polycentric urban development with further

concentrations guided by the availability (or foreseen increase) of public transport

(train stations). The third scenario, LUXVILLE, increases the concentration of

jobs in the city of Luxembourg, thus reflecting increasing agglomeration trends

and attractiveness of the capital, despite a political will to disperse this attraction.

The last scenario, INNER, is similar to LUXVILLE, but also increases densities in

Esch-sur-Alzette and Nordstad, two existing area with higher population density.

As in most prospective research, none of these scenarios is meant to be realistic

but to force traits in order to fuel debate about possible futures.

3.1 Calibration

Calibration is completed for the synthetic population generation and residential

allocation processes. For the synthetic population, calibration is part of the gen-

eration process since statistical margins are used. What requires careful quality

assessment is the logical/mechanical part embedded in the dynamic evolution.

Our generated population and forecasts must be compared to the actual popula-
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tion and available baseline demographic projections from the national statistical

office (Statec). Figure 3 displays the mean as well as the first and last quartiles of

the distribution of the synthetic populations simulated over 100 runs after our dy-

namic evolution mechanisms. Although we have some discrepancies at the start,

the model aligns very well with the aggregate reference demographic forecasts for

the last 10-15 years considered, including 2030, used in the residential simulation.

Regarding the residential choice model, calibration of parameters within the

utility function is based on literature for the local effects (see e.g. Caruso et al.

(2015a)) and aims at matching the profile of rents against distance to Luxembourg

city, hence correctly fitting the meso-scale structure of rents as in Glaesener and

Caruso (2015). Scenario rents (Figure 4) are similar to those observed while dif-

ferences are in line with the scenario rationales (differentiated supply according

to distance).

3.2 Assessment

Figure 5 shows part of Luxembourg City for one, of a 100, stochastic outcomes of

the micro-simulated household allocation. The figure provides an idea of the scale

and variations we find in the simulations within an already urbanised context. The

first column depicts household types in colour, taking the most represented type

in a 20m cell. Given thematic aggregation and the urban setting, it is difficult

to see changes in pattern across scenarios but the figure indicates a rather strong

consistency of location decisions across scenarios. More telling is the difference

in realised densities (second column) especially for the INNER scenario that aims
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Figure 3: Simulated evolution of the synthetic population compared to the actual
population and the demographic projections from Statec.
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Figure 4: Housing rent profile against distance to Luxembourg city for the differ-
ent scenarios

to drastically increase densities within the main existing urban fabrics, especially

the one of Luxembourg city.

Figure 6 depicts utility outcomes at the meso-scale, after aggregation of the

indirect utility obtained by each household. As explained earlier, utility is made

of a standard trade-off along the distance to jobs (essentially Luxembourg city)

between transport and housing costs but also of local effects, thus representing

the local design of policy scenarios. By representing differences (in percentage)

to the BAU scenario with the same utility scale, the figure shows the overall utility

effects of these local plan implementations after controlling for the standard trade-

off, i.e. the main structure of the country. We see that the LUXVILLE scenario,

because it imposes less residential constraints (more in line with BAU), impacts

less on utilities than the polycentric (TOD) or compactness (INNER) scenarios.
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Those two scenarios definitely command lower utility for suburban and exurban

locations, suggesting that both can halt sprawl trends while the deficit in supply

(and therefore increase in rents) does not seem to be compensated by local qual-

ities. The TOD is slightly less constraining than the INNER scenario in terms of

distribution of utility gains and losses and with the peripheral centres of the North

showing positive utility difference compared to continuing current trend (BAU).

Commune mean
utility change
(%) from BAU

 28 −  3
   3 − -5
  -5 − -15
-15 − -21
-21 − -26
-26 − -40

A B C

0 20 40

kilometres

Figure 6: Average utility (difference to BAU) at meso scale (municipalities) for
scenario A) TOD, B) LUXVILLE, and C) INNER.

Finally, setting aside the geographical distribution of impacts, we have assem-

bled aggregate sustainability criteria in Table 1 for each scenario. As introduced

in section 2.1, we consider social (utility), transport and land use and density in-

dicators.

On the transport side, our first result is that modal split gains and differences

in total kilometers travelled are rather marginal (at best 5% reduction in car use or
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a reduction of 5 km travelled by person) compared to the intensity of the planning

constraints implemented. There is definitely a limit to what land use plans, given

an existing urban structure and transportation system, can achieve. Similar inertias

were discussed for recent LUTI applications in Europe (see for example Bierlaire

et al. (2015) or Thomas et al. (2017)).

On the land use side, we see that the INNER scenario is more effective than

the TOD and LUXVILLE scenarios, the latter of which is similar to BAU. Given

we have not modelled full competition between municipalities, there is no rebal-

ancing of demand to suburbs or exurbs in case imposed densities overly impacted

the utility of households. For example, by reducing volumes of local green or

increasing housing rents, all else being equal. This is a limitation of the approach

but we think it is marginal compared to the computational gains we had and the

always exogenous nature of scenario-based research.

What is more important is to see that the small gains in transport or land par-

simony comes with utility costs both in absolute and relative terms. Households

are worse off with TOD and densification strategies. Planners definitely need

to address this issue and propose novel local urban design principles than could

compensate these losses. In addition, if INNER and TOD scenarios are directly

compared, one can see that the INNER scenario is a superior solution, i.e. it is

better on all criteria. In other words, our work suggests that a polycentric devel-

opment strategy without strong improvements in the transport system is simply

vain.

The LUXVILLE scenario is less interesting in terms of transport and land take
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because it is close to a business as usual model, but it shows better relative utility

outcomes. This suggests again that smarter solutions need to be found in order

to better mix residential places and employment, in line with mixed development

concepts.

Table 1: Scenarios assessment dimensions

Dimension Transport Land use Social
Modal split PKT Utility Utility diff.

Scenario (diff % car) (car / person) Land take Net density Mean (% to mean)
BAU 0.00 30.52 1,0000 1,0000 1.0000 0.00
TOD -3.60 25.62 0.8721 1,1450 0.9938 -3.47
LUXVILLE -1.23 27.71 0.9723 1,0451 0.9987 +3.23
INNER -5.69 24.85 0.8390 1,1724 0.9926 -2.61
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4 Conclusion

In this article we have described the first simulation of a complete land-use trans-

port interaction loop for Luxembourg. Our framework (MOEBIUS) is an origi-

nal combination - for an entire country - of i) policy-informed spatially detailed

scenarios, ii) synthetic dynamic population for residents and migrants, iii) en-

dogenous land market with local attributes, iv) multi-attributes based travel mode

choice, and v) coupling with state-of-the art traffic simulation. In addition, we

think its multiscalar structure is shown here to be effective by allowing spatial and

agents detail while simplifying parts of residential and transport processes that are

very constrained by the existing spatial structure or the scenario design.

Eventually our framework leads to some clear policy indications calling for

designing new land use scenarios and further refining strategies. Rather than de-

livering the one and only optimal solution, our LUTI model can participate to

a two way conversation with policy makers by providing reasonably robust out-

come with a sufficiently flexible and ’easy’ to handle simulation tool. The model

is certainly imperfect and our results need to be taken with care. Yet, we confirm

the importance of tightly liaising all components of the land use and transporta-

tion systems. Especially we find that polycentric development or densification

strategies alone are insufficient, that transit oriented development cannot compete

with residential densification in sustainability terms without clear public transport

improvements, and that mixed jobs and residential strategies need to be further

investigated to decrease social impacts of environmental friendly strategies (lower
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car use and less land conversion).

In the future, we should particularly focus on the sensitivity analysis of param-

eters across modules, the choice and weighting of appraisal criteria, including also

equity-based descriptors that would take better account of the richness of agents

attributes, and the disaggregation of employment zones for a refined modelling of

jobs destinations and associated policies. Other methodological challenges should

then be addressed, for example in line with those suggested by Wee (van) (2015);

Acheampong and Silva (2015). We think in particular about adding further links

to other environmental impacts (pollution, noise) and appraisal systems (such as

Consequential Life Cycle Assessment) that would clearly benefit from the spatial

granularity of our model. In Luxembourg we are also faced with two important but

specific challenges: a lack of longitudinal data on travel behaviour and the enor-

mous daily cross-border mobility, calling for a data driven mobility observatory,

both at national and cross-border scale, as well as a (macro)scope enlargement of

the system considered (Ekvall and Weidema (2004)), which we know can signifi-

cantly impact LUTI results (Thomas et al. (2017)).
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